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1“Statistics is merely a quantisation of common sense - Machine Learning is a sharpening of it!”
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During training (or afterwards!) one can monitor the value of the loss function 
(L) for the training and validation sample, see below right (here for an NN).

You should understand the shape of the two below figures and their relations.
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Ask yourself the following questions:
• What is the optimal Epoch number 

to stop training at?
• Why does the validation loss start 

to increase after this point?
• Will the training loss reach zero 

for an NN? For a BDT?
• Why is the validation loss lower 

than the training loss? 
(There can be several reasons for 
 this, see the following slides).
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The validation (and test) loss starts increasing, as overtraining does not yield a 
result that generalises to other samples.
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1. Regularization:
During training, the Loss Function calculated on the training sample includes a 
regularization term (linear or squared), which ensures that the model is well 
behaved. This term is not applied to the validation sample.

<latexit sha1_base64="6IQTby13AOtk0hDIBTz94HqEGvI=">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</latexit>

Train: Loss = LossTraining Sample + �||wi||(1,2)
<latexit sha1_base64="VSm7f1o3qFPNi1M6lI3e5KbTNTs=">AAACI3icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4KjPii4JQdOPCRUX7gM5QMmmmDc1jSDJiGfovbvwVNy6U4saF/2I67UKrF0IO59xzk3vCmFFtXPfTyS0sLi2v5FcLa+sbm1vF7Z2GlonCpI4lk6oVIk0YFaRuqGGkFSuCeMhIMxxcTfTmA1GaSnFvhjEJOOoJGlGMjKU6xYrPQ/mYNhCj3Qq8kVrDi+waddKp5BsqhjBryDzwDvGYkdGoUyy5ZTcr+Bd4M1ACs6p1imO/K3HCiTCYIa3bnhubIEXKUGwHFvxEkxjhAeqRtoUCcaKDNNtxBA8s04WRVPYIAzP2pyNFXOshD20nR6av57UJ+Z/WTkx0HqRUxIkhAk8fihIGjYSTwGCXKoING1qAsKL2rxD3kULY2FgLNgRvfuW/oHFU9k7LJ7fHperlLI482AP74BB44AxUwTWogTrA4Am8gDfw7jw7r87Y+Zi25pyZZxf8KufrGx90pTo=</latexit>

Valid: Loss = LossValidation Sample
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2. Dropout:
During training of a NN, the algorithms randomly freezing neurons in a layer. 
This penalises the performance during training, and also gives “spikes” in the 
training loss.
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3. Evaluation time:
The training loss is calculated as an average over an epoch (for an NN), while 
the validation loss is calculated at the end. If the model improves significantly 
during an epoch, the validation loss becomes lower… but only for a while!
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4. Luck!
Occasionally, one simply chooses a “lucky” validation set. This is more likely to 
happen for small samples than for larger ones. However, this effect can be hard 
to disentangle from other effects, unless one is in control of these.


